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The Fifty Commandments of Jesus
Lance Wallnau
RESTORATION

[Volume 2- Session 11]

1. Since 1948 there has been a great move of democracy. Many nations that emerged since then have
enjoyed this style of government.
2. Democracy has now received a serious setback in our day. The problem is that these democratic
systems did not develop deep roots by ensuring freedom and legislating moral laws for the people.
3. The cause of this reversal has been caused by bad governments that limit development and ensure
that the country’s profits go to the corrupt leaders at the top.
4. This has happened because the church has not taken seriously Jesus command to go and make
disciples of nations. The church has not moved outside of the ‘sand box’ in which they are playing.
5. It is God’s call to invade the nations and depose the enemy in the high places.
6. The original apostles went to cities and kings. By comparison, we send missionaries to desert
retreats.
7. Our youth have to be engaged in a cause that has meaning for them, otherwise, we are going to
lose a whole generation.
8. The truth is that there has already been a change made by God in the spiritual realm but at the
moment we do not see it to a great degree in the natural realm.
9. What would you do if you wanted to change a nation into a Godly, Kingdom nation?
10. America had:
• A model ideology at the end of WWII that was exported to other nations.
• A system of government (while not perfect) but one which other nations desired.
• Prosperity, freedom, peace, equality to some degree, and technological advancements.
• What a nation with Christian values could offer conquered nations.
11. The current image the west is exporting to the Muslim world is a system that separates religion from
politics! Muslims don’t do this, so while they want what America has, they do not agree on US
theology! This is common ground that we could use for bringing about of the Kingdom of God.
12. A new generation of apostolic statesmen is about to emerge.
13. Wealth is social capital. It is the ability to transfer the wealth of influence, talent, intellectual
ability, etc. that is given to the people of God who have his favour.
14. We need to have the correct blueprint for this!
15. God brings us to a place of ‘Jacob`s trouble’ so that He can wrestle with us and produce the ‘new
Israel’ in us. We may then be given a vision for the nation or nations.
16. What would the ‘Jesus system’ be like in the other mountains? How do you go about bringing the
‘Jesus system’ for education, economics, government etc. into the nations? God has the models of
these in the bible.
17. To do this we need to translate all our churchy language into secular language.
18. We have to be salt and light that infects every culture in which we are engaged.
19. The transfer of wealth may happen by God raising up dread champions who are going to go into the
high places and defeat the strongholds. There they either convert or replace the bad stewards who
occupy those places.
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20. When you live in a corrupt culture, it becomes the norm by which everyone operates.
21. Corrupt culture can be changed by taking the 50 commands of Jesus and teaching them in a covert
way.
• 25 are overt and 25 are covert.
• You must start with the covert.
• Doing it this way, you will be half way to the end before they realise what you are doing.
• This then starts changing the culture of their thinking.
22. God’s law produces absolutes which are in alignment with Kingdom principles. When these are
taught covertly, the hearers begin judging their own behaviour as wrong.
23. It is always easier to affect a person’s conversion when they agree that their behaviour is wrong.
24. Favour and wisdom produce credibility.
25. When you have their trust you get access to solving the problems that are endemic to their sphere.
26. For example: (i) It is great to perform miracles, but they may prefer to see their children graduate
from university. (ii) It could be that the real issue is providing them with clean drinking water.
27. The first task is to find out what the problem is in their sphere. When you do it using Kingdom
principles you can produce lasting solutions.
28. The current world system only produces ‘fast, temporary relief’! It’s not focussed on permanent
fixes.
29. Permanent relief requires lifestyle changes. Lasting solutions happen when a believer can bring
Kingdom values to the process.
30. Problems are identified when you can get people to dialogue about their thoughts and feelings. You
can then get under the ‘skin’ of what is really in the culture of nations.
31. Lasting solutions come to you when you connect problems to the word of God, lining them up with
the Kingdom on the inside of you. Then you can bring the Kingdom into that sphere and align it
based on the laws God designed.
32. You preach in order to make a disciple. However, you disciple a nation in order to create a platform
that is conducive to being given the right to preach the gospel.

Summary
•
•
•
•
•

The 50 commandments of Jesus will produce freedom, social equality, justice and a moral society.
To do this we must take and teach Kingdom living to nations that we have gained access to.
We need to translate the wealth of social capital so that it produces Kingdom values in nations.
The application of Kingdom principles produces lasting change.
Favour and wisdom produce credibility.
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